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SYSTEM UPDATE NOTIFICATION – RELEASE FROM INFONETICA 
(May 19,2022):  Infonetica, the vendor for HiREB’s eREB system, has made the following updates to the 

system: 

 Predictive User Search on the Share, Roles and Transfer Project tools 

 Forms side “All Projects” page now indicates which folder a project is in 

 Bug Fix – Deleting a single notification 

More details on these are below, as provided by Infonetica. 

What Changed? 

Predictive User Search on the Share, Roles and Transfer Project tools 
As it can be hard to remember someone’s exact email, and some users might have multiple emails, the 
Share, Roles and Transfer Project modals now have a user search which can be used to find out which 
email they have set up as a user on the system. This predictive search does not prevent emails being 
added for people who don’t exist in the system, but it does mean applicants are able to check whether 
they already have an account before sending out the invite. 

 

 “All Projects” page now indicates which folder a project is in 
The “All Projects” folder on the forms side provides a view of every project a user has access to, 
regardless of which folder they are in. This provides an easy way to keep track of everything in one 
place, and find any projects which might’ve got buried in a folder. To make sure users can keep their 
filing system neat, and can track down these projects more easily in future, the forms side “All Projects” 
page now has a new column to display whether a project is in a folder, and which one it is in 

 

Bug Fix: Notifications issue - deleting a single notification 
Problem: a a function was not available that allow users to delete a single notification 

Fix: An “x” icon will be available per entry to allow users to delete a single notification 

 
 
 

Questions? 
Should you have any questions or require further assistance, please contact Mirela Lukac, 

the eREB Helpdesk Administrator: 905 521-2100, ext 70014 or eREBhelpdesk@hhsc.ca. 
 


